Hip Hop Engineering
By Wolf Trap Master Teaching Artist Paige Hernandez

1. Find the problem! (Search hands)
2. Make a plan! (Knock knock, shoulder shoulder)
3. Build it up! (Roll up arms over head with fist)
4. Test it if you can! (Chest curl)
5. Try it again with a different spin! (Hand down, hand down, spin around)
6. Reward yourself and tell a friend! (2 claps, call with hands in a circle)

Watch as I steer. (Hand forward and spin in a circle)
I'm an engineer. (Point to self)
Have no fear. (Hands cross down, hands up/back)
I'm an engineer. (Point to self)
Put it into gear. (Hands forward, pull one back, hands forward, pull the other back)
I'm an engineer. (Point to self)
Let's all cheer. (Hand down, hand down, both hands up)
I'm an engineer! (Hands in the air)